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Introduction 

The investigation of the analytical properties of the 

Tertex part/l/ and ot the nucleon-nucleon and K-meson-nucleon 

scattering aaplitudesl2 t
31, has shown that for these proces

ses it is iapoasible to obtain,the dispersion relations star

ting onl7 trom the principles of covariance, causalit7 and 

spectral1tt. Since the perturbation theory series re:elects 

the notions of the particle interaction in more detail, a 

considerable attention has been recently drawn to the study 

of the analytical properties of the terms of this series. 

Some progress has been achieved in this direction./4 -l2/ 

It were the papers by Mambu/4/ and Symanzikf5/ 1n which 

such investigations have been started. To establish the 

dispersion relations an interesting method of majorization 

of graphs has been suggested in these papers. This method 

allowed symanz1k!5/ to show that the information contained 

in the terms of the perturbation theory series for the ver

tex part and for the nucleon-nucleon scattering is suffi

cient for obtaining the corresponding dispersion relations. 

This paperx) is devoted to the extension of the majori

zation method. A means has been worked out for finding the 

so-called primitive diagrams, such that any diagram is majo

rated by one of the primitive diagrams. By expressing the 

x) A part of the results of this paper is published./l7/ 



qtiadratic form of the diagram in terms of the incidintness 

matrix a generalization of Symanzik's theorem is obtained. 

This permitted to establish that some primitive diagrams 

majorize the rest ones. The method developed here is applied 

to the vertex part and to the scattering processes involving 

nucleons and scalar mesons. 

The application of the obtained results t~the theory 

of dispersion relations will be treated in subsequent paper. 

Part 1. Primitive Diagrams 

In the first part the notion of primitive diagrams 

will be introduced. The primitive diagrams of any process 

possess such a property that every graph of this process is 

majorized by one of the primi.tive diagrams. Here a method 

of obtaining the primit~ve diagrams will be worked out. It 

will be illustrated on examples of the vertex part and of 

some scattering processes. For the sake of simplicity it is 

assumed that three ( and only three) lines meet in every 

vertex of the graph. The number of the primitive diagrams of 

each of the processes treated is finite. It is likely that 

this fact is general. 

1. Regularized Expression of the MatriX Element 

in the Perturbation Theory 

1. As is well-known, the contribution to the scattering 

matrix from a Feynman graph ~ may be written in the 
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where p. is the external momentum entering the vertex a , 

n is the number of the vertices of the graph, t is the 
r.-

nwnber of internal lines; the function J (p.~,., ... ,p,;Of',, ... ,K1 ) 

is a polynomial in P.1 ' Pz. , • • • , p,. and a rational 

function of ~L , ••• , «e with poles at the points ~ =0. 

The matrix ./IQ. 8 (~) is positive definite, if all ~ are 

positive. 

Expression (1.1) is, generally speaking, a divergent 

integral due to the singularities of the function j:(~;«) 

at ~, =0 ( the ultraviolet catastrophe). Bogolubov and 

Parasiuk!lJ/ have found the regularized expression of integral 

(1.1) to be 
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where ~ 
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C(r;•;~- is a polynomially bounded expression with respect 

to the variables p , o( ' 2"" • 

__ ... 
2. !he form 

q., («,pJ = AeD (ol_,pJ- 11:, r~J 

where n-f 

Jl (of, f) = ~ J/1¥1 (,x) /'cPI , 
.1> «:~1=1 

(l.J) 

2 ~ 2 
M (ot) =~~mv, , .., .. , 

entering (1.1) , may be obtained in the following way. 

Let the 4-momenta /(."~ on the internal lines of the diagram ·· 

be chosen so that in each of its vertices the law of momen

tum conservation is fulfilled. This means that the moaenta K~ 

satisfy a system of n-i inhomogeneous linear equations. 

For a connected graph the number of independent "internal" 

momenta ~ , •••• , tf equals f = f-n +f • The momenta K, 

are linear combinations of the "external" momenta p and 

of the momenta t . Introduce the function 
e 1 .r 

J{ (ot,p, t) = 'c/. (K 2-m 2
) = 2: «;~ (~ -2 ?:-~I;+ C · 

ZJ L " " " .. t , o , .. , 
v=~ '·J· (1.4) 

The form ~~(~~p) is obtained from (1.4), if instead of t 
we substitute the solution of the system of linear equations 

•• 
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If the determinant I au I does not vanish, 

I a .. Bj f/ I 

1. c = 'J 

/Clij/ 

then 

-:L 
are the matrix elements of ( ay) • 

(1.6) 

J. The diagram is called connected, if any two of its 

points may be connected by a continuous path passing through 

its lines and vertices. Otherwise the diagram is called 

disconnected. Let a disconnected diagram ~ consist of 

f connected graphs ~1 , •••• , ~ of lower processes. 

Then 

(1.7) 

Hence, the study of disconnected graphs in a trivial 

way reduces to the study of connected ones. 

4. A connected diagram is called weakly connected if 
... 

there exists such an internal line, after whose cut the 

diagram decomposes into two parts. Otherwise a connected 

diagram is called strongly connected. 

According to the definition, in a weakly connected diag-
1 

ram 3) there is an internal line L , after whose 

cut the diagram decomposes into two parts :/)1. and 1J2. • 
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The momentum KL , corresponding to this line, is uniquely 

determined by the external momenta. The integral Jr~ of 

suoh a diagram is equal to 

Tan = J .. . J:Jl 
tNt, & 

p(KJ 
a a 

IC,_ - ,L 
d ( i:. p,)· 

i•f 
(1.8) 

where P(K,) is a well-known polynomial with respect to KL • 

Thus, the line L gives a pole in T0 • The other singu-

larities of tbe diagram fl> are determined by those of 

the diagrams 3)~ and ~2 • Therefore, in order to find 

the branch points it is suffioient to consider the strongly 

connected diagrams of the given process, as well as the 

strongly connected diagrams of the corresponding lower pro-

oesses. 

5. We shall solve the following problem. Let in the 

diagram 3) there be suoh two lines £~ and l 2 , that 

the diagram does not decompose into two parts after the out 

of any of these lines and decomposes into two parts after 

the out of both of them (Fig.l). It is required to find 

a,}•,p) in the oase when all o( except at, and o(2 ' cor-

responding to the lines L.~. and l 2 , vanish. 
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Fig.l 

In this case the condition 

ICI. - ICJ. = Pt. + p, + ... + p~ (1.9) 

is imposed on the momenta K~ and ~~ , corresponding 

to the lines /..
1 

and lz. • In the diagram 3) there 

exists a closed loop, passing through the lines l.J. and l~ · • 
0 0 • Let KJ. , 1<

2 , • • • • , K1 be a set of "internal" momenta of 

the diagram ~ satisfying the momentum conservation in 
D o 

each of its vertices Then K.1 and Kz satisfy equation (1.9). 

We orientate the above-mentioned loop and add an arbitrar~ 

momentum t to each momentum corresponding to a line from 

this loop. The remaining momenta of the diagram are left 

unchanged. This procedure does not affect the momentum con-
... 

servation in each vertex of the graph. Thus, t is an 

independent momentum. 



The form X.t> is equal to 

XID (ot,p. t) = "'s (ICia-mJ.a)-+ olz (K.:-m:) ::r 

2. 
2 2·t /'. o • , ~ ( I ll) == («, +«

1
) t + t«'.t K., + «z ICa) + ~ «; /Ci- In; . 

. i•l 

From the condition 

t ?K3J = --2 -ot 
(ot

1 
+ ot2 ) t + ot1 ~ (J + ~ K,_" == 0 .. 

follows 

t~-
0 0 «.t K, + o(2 Kz 

«,. «.z (1.12) 

By substituting (1.12) into (1.10), we get 

2 Q. (ot ,p) ::. (f~ + · ·· +p"s) «;GI'a 

r/J «; + otz 

2 z 
~ m1 - «'z m2. 

(1.1') 

6. If the momenta are such that their scalar products 

are real and the inequality 
n- 1 e t. 

Q C.-i,p) =E. ll ,(,.:)p~fi - E X'.,m,,:~ <-A E.-~-~ 
~ ~j~ a6 ~f ~~ 

(1.14) 

holds then (1.14) may be reduced to the form 
1. 1 0<.."> 00 

J:b ".f( f'o···' Pn) = j. . .j d<t, ... dz-, I. j ~~, ... d_p, . 
0 0 0 0 

(1.15) 

'· { ,.. 17-1 t 2 "') ~ I .. 1 ,. I r:- ,• •' f:- • /- ,- /J - r }'J1 • L .1"
5 

\. p; -~~; ~) bX.f As tt, ,.-, t'i)L /1a6' / J J /,~,~ L fv 11 } 
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is 

be 
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(1.11) 

(1.12) 

(l.lJ) 

ucts 

(1.14) 

(1.15) 

Let us denote by Gr, (~) the domain of the values of the set 

of external momenta with the real scalar products determined 

by the condition (1.14). The sum of the regions L/ L;h (~) 
,>0 

is denoted by C { ~) . Integral (1.15) is absolutely con-

vergent, ifthe set of external momenta takes the values 

from the region {.; { ZJ) • 

7. For the diagram 9:J treated in 5, in the region 

G(m)the inequality 

(1.16) 

is fulfilled. Indeed, in the region 6; (~) for arbitrary 
l 

non-negative values o( such that ~ ot., > 0 the form 
v=t 

Q~ < o. Therefore, in this region expression (l.lJ) must 

be also negative. In order that expression (l.lJ) would be 

negative for all non-negative oC~ and o(z , it is neces

sary to fulfil inequality (1.16). 

2. Majorization of Feynman diagrams 
------------------------------------

8. To establish the dispersion relations for the scatte

ring amplitude it is not necessary to know the domain f;{!rJ) 

for each graph :0 , but only the intersection of the re

gions c;R = n ~(.t;>) of the diagrams forming a certain set 
OD4'ill. 

R • This is because according to the perturbation 

theory the amplitude of any process is represented by a sum 

of integrals corresponding to all the various graphs of this 

t-
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process. The kind o:r- diagrams enterning this sum dependents 

on the type of interaction 

Let R be a set of connected diagrams of a definite 

process. If, for two graphs 2) € R and :])''E. R , it is 

known that ~ (:[>) ~ ~ (:;)') then in finding the intersection 

of the regions r;Tt = n G C:l)) among the two graph ~ and :1) I 
:DER. 

it is sufficient to take into account only.the graph ~ • 

In this case we say that the graph ~ majorizes the graph 

ZJ' or that the graph flJ~ is majorized by the graph tlJ • 
It follows from (1.14) that if 

A ( o(, P) 1/~, («:pJ 
max "" ~ max z I ' 

1!1(. t\f~(~) ot' H:zJ,(oC) (2.0) 

then G (fl>) f: (; ( 3:/), i.e. the graph ~ maj orized the 
I 

graph ~ • The inverse is also true: if a(~> s: a c:tJ'J 
then (2.0) is fulfilled. 

9. Let us consider the connected graphs with t. =2/l 
"' 

external nucleon and (M external ~ -meson lines, in 

each vertex of which three and only three lines converge: 

an even number (2 or 0) of baryon lines and an odd number 

(1 or J) of meson-lines. The set of all such graph is de

signated by ~ 
In each diagram 3JE :Jl there are .1\ open polygons 

formed by lines having a baryon charge. Since the 3r-meson 

mass is the smallest in :IJ , and the nucleon mass is the 

smallest among the baryon masses, then in replacing all the 

lines of the above-mentioned open polygons by the nucleon 

·ones, ana 
a 

M~ de 

Thus, 

of the mas 

G"-
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'Ones, and the rest lines of the graph by JT -meson ones, 

M~ decreases, and, hence, Q;b increases. 

Thus, the graph ro* obtained after the substitution 

of the masses majorizes the initial graph ro . Therefore, 

G~ = a fit• where fil * is the sub set of graph 9l *c !R,, 
in whioh there are A nucleon open polygons, whereas all 
the rest lines are 3f -meson ones. 

10. Further we will not treat the general case of real s 

scalar products of the external momenta ··pa. , but restrict 

ourselves to the particular oasex) , when 

(2.1) 
for any real J9~ . The space of all the vectors of the 

form p = ~ A-.f'A- is denoted by P . In case (2.1) 

from (1.4), (1.5), and (2.1) follows immediately 

~!MMA 1. The form Q~ is equal to the smallest value 

of the torm X3) on condition that the vectors K.v E p 
satisfy the law of momentum conservation in each vertex of 

the graph/91. 

----------
x) In/4,5,7-ll/ the'vectors satisfying condition (2.1) are 
call~d Euclidean. Note that this definition of the Euclidean 
space coincides with that generally adopted, if only the 
zero vectors has a zero length. The 0pace of vectors satis
fying only condition (2.1) is usually called semi-Euclidean. 
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Rote that the stateae•t of the basic theorem of paperf7/ If 

follows t..ediatel7 froa this lemma. 

11. Considered as an example the following graph ( see 

~ig.2). then 

.. 
,{ 12 \3 ,( 12 I ~ 

''"' 

a) 8) 

Fig.2 

Denote b7 r~ the external momentum outgoing from 

the vertex i ( the sum of all external momenta is equal to 

zero). Put the momeata on the internal lines meeting in the 

Tertex: 
. 
" , equal to fp, • Then 

4 X = (oi1 + .t;) ( p;- 4m'') + (ot~. + ot; )(A,a-4m'J + (tll3+ot:/)t,:-'tm2
) 

;;o 
~ .· (2.2a) 

for the first graph and 

'X~ -

4X = (otJ.+~')lp;-4m') + (ot,+ol[)(p;-4m~+ (ot8+ot/)(f3
2-'tm;.,.. 

:02. 
(2.2b) 

+ (ot,+ot;)(f/-~m 2) + £Dt's+at5/J[ (r,+f:~.)z.-4m'l 

for the second graph. 

lemma 

z p, 

then 
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to 

the 

.2b) 

• 
If 

then expression (2.2a) is negative, and hence, by the 

lemma the corresponding Q~ . is also less than zero. 
:1. 

By analogy, if 

(2.Ja) 

(2.Jb) 

then expression (2.2b) is negative, and, hence, by the 

lemma, the corresponding G?~ is also less than zero. In 7 
a. 

it was proved that in the region c; (~.t) the oonditiona 

(2.Ja), are fulfilled. and in the region a (:!Ja) the 

conditions (2.Jb) are fulfilled. Thus, by condition (2.1), 

the region ~ (~1) is determined by the inequalities (2.Ja), 

whereas the region ~(~~) is determined by the inequalities 

(2.Jb). 

12. This lemma allows to prove the following two theorems 

which play the main part in the majorization of· graphs. 

In order to formulate the first theorem, we determine 

the notion of subdiagram • If as a result of removing 
. .. 

from a diagram 3) t!E R some internal lines and internal 

verticesx) a graph :D 1 
E R is obtained, then we shall call 

x) The vertex is called external, if an external line enters. 
it. Otherwise it is called internal. 



~~ 

the graph //)' · !tubdiagram of the graph ·f/) (with respect 

to R ). This definition needs a further explanation •. 

If in a certain vertex a of the graph :lJ ~lines meet 

then in removing all the (a. lines it is necessary to re

move the vertex " ins elf. The vertex a may be re

moved also in the case when (, -2 lines are removed, whereas 

the remaining two lines are ~ited into one. In no other ca

se the vertex a is removed. 

lJ. Let us give some example of subdiagrams. Consider 

the set of graphs ~· • 
I * a) Choose in t;he graph 3> € 9l two lines a & and ctl 

(see Fig.Ja). 

"*- -: 

path 

sing 

path 

and 

ol> · or 
a 6 
--------------------~ 

c d 

CX) 

Fig.J 

a e 6 

c 
:1 
8> 

d 

On these lines we add the vertices e and f and 

connect these vertices by a meson line ( see Fig.Jb). As 

"' a result we obtain a new graph :be ~ • The initial dia-

gram f,D ' is a subdiagram of the graph 5D • 

st 

.. 
• 



, whereas 

no other ca-

• Consider 

I and eel 

d 

f and 

g.Jb). As 

tial dia-

* b) Let in the graph f/:JE fR. between the vertices a 

and G there be a self-energ part , nucleon or meson 

{Fig.4). In virtue of the fact that in each vertex of the 

graph an even number (0 or 2) of nucleon lines COilTer-

ges ~hat ensures the conservation of the nucleon charge), 

in the nucleon self-energr part there exists a continuous 

path aG , connecting the Tertices a and 8 , and pas

sing only along nucleon lines. In the meson self-energy 'part 

there exists a continuous wa7 aG , connecting the Terti

cas a. and ~ , and passing only along· meson lines. We 

remove all the lines of the self-energr part along which the 

path aB does not follow, and all its vertices except a 

and ~ • The way 11.& turns into one line a& nucleon 

or meson, depending upon the t7pe of the self-energr part. 

a 

Fig.4 

The graph 95/ obtained from the graph :/) b7 substi

tuting the self-energy part b7 the corresponding line, is 

strongly connected and is a subgraph of the graph ~ • 



o) Any connected graph constructed only of meson lines 

and vertices is called a star, and its external lines - . 

prongs. 
. ca* 

Let in the graph flJ E .:1\. there be a certain star :S ' 
all prongs of which are ending on the same polygon at the 

points .sl , sl ' • • • • • ' SIC•l ' Sit , the points S2 ' 
••••• , 8".1 lying between the points ,.S1 and .Sz. • In view 

of connectivity in the star ~ exists a continuous way L , 
connecting the points $1 and .S" • Let us remove all the 

lines of the star except those along which the way L 
follows, and all its vertices , as well as the vertices 

Sz. , •••• , s"-.1. • Then the way L turns into a meson 

line connecting the points ~ and S" , and we get a new 
/ m* , 

graph fD E" "'- • The graph ~ is a subdiagram of the 

diagram ~ • 

Having applied to each such star the above-described 

process of substituting the star by the meson line, we get 

a new subdiagram of the graph fl) • 

• d) Consider the graph fb E. fR of the form ( see Fig.5) 

ad~., ... ~! "''.!JI ''"' ., . ._, -•g) ''r(-'f§IJ:Jt 
( I t I 

e't 

Fig.5 

e) 

• 



lines -

star 3 
' 

at the 

sz ' 
Sa • In view 

inuous way l , 

all the 

L 

vertices 

into a meson 

we get a new 

of the -"' 

scribed 

line, we get 

see Fig.5) 

in which the lines .il.t , Az , •••• , A2y+.1 and lJ. , fz 
' 

•••• , tY+l. are meson ones. Having removed the lines Az , 

.l" , •••• , A2, together with the vertices they connect 

we obtain the subdiagram ( see Fig.6) 

Fig.6 

• e) Consider the graph mE fR. of the form ( see Fig. 7) 

Fig.7 



in which the lines A.t , A2 , • • • • , .Az.,+1 and f.t , ~ 
• • • • , f.HJ. are meson ones. Having removed the lines .A2 , 

.A, , • • • • , A2~ together with the vertices they connect, 

we get the subdiagram ( see Fig.a) 

L 

A 

Fig.a 

14. THEOREM 1. Each diagram is majorized by any of its ~ . 

subdiagrams. 

Proof. Let some lines l~s, S -1, 
of the graph be united into one line 

.... 
La. 

,1+n-z. , n,~ o 

of the subgraph. 

We have 111'1.s=m2 , S =1, •••• , 1+nz • Let K"~ be the 

momenta on the internal lines of the subdiagram satisfying 

the conservation law in each of its vertices. If on each in

ternal line of the graph subject to a removal, the momentum 

is put equal to 0 and each line L2S the momentum K~ 

is put equal to JC, corresponding to the line L2 ' 
then the law ot momentum conservation will be fulfilled in 

each vertex of the graph as well. 

• 
• 



' 
' 

lines .A2 , 

connect, 

of its 

subgraph. 

tisfying 

' 
d in 

Let us denote the Feynman parameter of the line 

by ~H , and the parameters of the removed lines by jJ" 

Then 

where 

Since 

f+nr. 

!'\~ = L afzs 
~=J. 

(2.4) 

• 

X~,-
, , .. ') <X.,. l. K. - t:-l .. .. .. .. (2.5) 

'Z. 

then J\e ~x~,, and, hence, by lemma 1 Q,1)::: ·~,too. 

Thus, £:;( ~) 2 l; (~J and the theorem is proved. 

15. THEOREM 2. Let the graph tl) contain a closed 

loop with n+ i vertices, to n sides of which the mass M 

corresponds, and to one side- the mass m f&. H • Change the 

masses on these sides in the following way: /"1-m , m- M 
Cl'\1 As a result a new graph ~ is obtained, which majorizes 

the graph ~ • 

Proof. Let K~ , • • • • , K, , K,+J. <= P - be the momenta 

• 

on the sides of the closed loop orientated in a definite way. 
-If an arbitrary momentum t is added to each of these mo-

menta, and the other momenta of the graph are left unchanged, 

then the law of momentum conservation in each vertex of the 

graph will not be violated. The form JC~, of the graph ~, 

is equal to 



... _. ---

n . 

X;r,• = ot;.t [(K. .. , + t J'- H)+[;~:{(!(,.,. tl-mJ + { p, ( '1.•-,,') 

(2.6) 

, 
where o{. 

' 
are the Feynman parameters of the sides of the 

loop jv are the parameters of the remaining lines of the 

graph. The smallest value of the form:-X:tJ~ for t=P is 

xg), = 

11+1 i-.i 
~ \ , / 2 

L Lot.«. (IC.-K.,) 
• • I J ' d 

I •'R J•1 ' 
, , / 

«£ +«'a + . . . + oe n+J. 

+ L 8v (t?,_z-m"2) . ., .r , 
If we put 

, 
ol. = ~of,· 

L - 1112. , 
. / t.•1~2, ... ,h:~ ot. = aeot,., 

lf+1 - _, :J 

then 
n i-1 

2 , , 2 , 

m ( oe1. + ... + "", ) - /1 ~~-1 

~== 

(2.7) 

Hz(e.', + ... +«,) +-117~~, 
~~-----------, "'1 + «2 + ... .,.~,..."( 2. 8) 

~,=XI() + 
Mz z -m [; ~ ""' o£j ( ", - ~ >' 
m~ 

rx'+oc 1 z+···+o( 11~1 (2.9) 

Hence 

- -
x:tJ ~x :t;' 

and, therefore, b7 lemma 1 

Q:tJ ~ QaJ, 
Thus, 



' 

(2.6) 

s of the 

taP is 

(2.7) 

) +-m~~~ , 
•• • ~ ~IH-1( 2 • a) 

(2.9) 

Note, that if the graph ~ belongs to a certain set R 
, 

then the graph 1J , generally speaking, does not belong 

to R • However, its subdiagram may belong to R. • In 

this case such a subdiagram majorizes the graph ~ • 

16. Consider the application of theorem 2 to the 

graph of the following two forms • 
• a) Let the graph ~ c 1{ be of the form ( see Fig. 5), 

' 

the lines A
1 

, •••• , A2v~L are nucleon ones, whereas the 

lines {L J • • • • , l,~.l. are meson ones. 

Applying the operation of theorem 2 to the triangle 

with sides ~ , A
1 

, A2 , and removing then the line 

together with the vertices it connects, we a the graph 

of the same form, with v replaced by v-1 • 

After ~ such operations we get a graph ( see F1g.6) on 

which the line L is a meson one, and the line 1\ is a 

nucleon one. This diagram majorizes the initial graph ~ 
• b) Let the graph :l)E ~ be of the form ( see Fig.7), 

the lines .i'\J. , A2 , • • • • , A 2vr.t being nucleon ones, 

and the lines t,., ' . . . . meson ones. 

Applying the operation of theorem 2 to the quadrangle 

with sides ~, Az, A3 , .ilt , and removing then the lines Az. 

and A~ together with the vertices they connect , we get 

a graph of the same form, V being replaced by V- 2 . 

• 
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If \}=~;4-1 is odd, then after .4 
I 

such operations we obtain 

the graph drawn on Flg.8 on which the line L is a meson 

one, whereas the line A is a nucleon one. 

If v • 2
1
'!4 is even, then after 

~e obtain the graph drawn on Fig.9. 

r such operations 

.. 

Fig.9 

Depending upon the parity of ~ , the initial graph is 

majorized by the graph of Fig.8 or Fig.9. 

17. The system of lines A 1 , A.: , • • • • , A ::.v+t and 

f1. , ( , • • • • , tv+.1 of Fi'g. 5 will be designated by the 

sign p of Fig.lOa, and the system of lines of Fig.? 

by the sign n of Fig.lOb. If the lines 

a 

Ct) 
Fig.lO 

6) ,and 



' 
ons we obtain 

is a meson 

operations 

graph is 

:.v+f and 

by the 

Fig.? 

l and t are meson ones, then the letters r and n 
will be provided by the index m · , if the lines l are 

meson ones, and ~ are nuoleon ones, then these letters 

will be provided by the index n • In according with what 

* has been proved earlier if the graph 3)6 $. has a part f' 
or n q,/ , then it is majorized by the graph DU whioh is 

obtained from ~ 

(see Fig.ll). 

by the following substitution 

-< 
) 

o----o 

0 =0 
) 

U/lu 

Fig.ll 
C7\ CZJ* CD• J 18. We oall the diagram ~ of ~ primitive in ~ 

if with the aid of theorems 1 and 2 it is impossible to 
~ m* find a majorizing diagram in ~ • For instance, a olosed 

loop with . t;, + {, sides from whose vertices f,., exterD&l 

meson and fN external nucleon lines go out is a primitive 

diagram. The only exception is a closed loop w~th two exter

nal and f,.. + 1. internal nucleon lines when ~ > o. 
* Denote by fR.0 the set of all primitive in fR. diagrams. 

* As each of the graph of ~ has a finite number of vertices 

and lines, it is majorized by at least one graph from ~o • 



~ 
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Therefore, 

G !R == G .rt • == G .9t, 

In the next paragraphs the set :R.0 with fM + (N~ 4 will be 

found. 

J. One-Particle Green Function 
•• 

19. The nucleon self-energr part ( fH cO, (~ =2) • 

• A:tJ.y graph (J)e J?. of the nucleon self-energy part, according 

to lJc, has a subgraph whioh consists of a nucleon open 

polygon ~ and some meson lines joined to it. The open 

polygon q:> connects the external vertices a and I 

of the graph fl) • 

Let the meson line going out from the vertex a 

come back to the open polygon 90 at the point a.' 

does not ooinoide with 8 , then among the meson lines 

which emanate from the vertices lying on the segment aa. 
, 

of the open polygon 9P we choose that one which comes to 

the polygon [p into the farthest from a. point of YJ 
/ 

Denote this point by a~ , the other end of this line - by 

a.i . If a; does not coincide with G ' then among 

meson lines, which emanate from the ve~tices lying on the 
, , 

segment a a~ , we choose that one which comes to the open 

pol;rgon fP into the farthest from a point of the pol;rgon. 

The ends of this line are desigD&ted by 

ating this process until the point 
, 

a" 

, 
a2 and a 2 • B.epe-

ooincides with 8 

we shall single out the system of lines drawn on Fig.l2. 
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4will be 

, according 

open 

open 

and I 

a. 

• If g.' 

a a' 

of YJ • 

on the 

polygon. 

• Rape

with B , 
12. 

Fig.l2 

The remaining meson lines are removed together with the 

vertices they connect. As a result we get the subdiagram 

of the graph ;[) drawn on Fig.lJa. 

a 

a} 8) 

Fig.lJ 

According to 17 this subgraph is majorized by the ... 
graph of Fig.lJb. Thus, any graph CZJE ~ is majorized by 

the primitive diagram of Fig.lJb. 

20. The meson self-energy part ( f,., =2, ~ ::::0). Since 

f11 =0 , all the lines of any graph :lJ t:: :R• of the meson 

self-energy part are meson ones. In view. of the connectivity 

in the graph ~ exists a continuous path L connecting 

the external vertices a and !J • All the stars whose 



• 
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prongs are ending on the path L are replaced by meson 

lines connecting their extreme vertices ( see lJc). Repeating 

further the considerations of 19, we are led to the sub

diagram of Fig.l4a 

0 .....----~b 

a> 
Fig.l4 

8) 

Aooording to 17 this subdiagram is majorized by the 
* primitive diagram of Fig.l4b. Thus, any graph ~ E !J?.. ~ 

is majorized by the diagram of Fig.l4b. 

4. Meson-Nucleon Vertex Part ( {M =1, {, :::2) • 

• 2l.Any graph f/)E ~ of the meson-nucleon vertex part 

has one external meson vertex C and one nucleon open 

polygon conneoting the external vertices a and ~ 

a) Let the vertex C lie on the nuoleon open polygon 

a8 . Any meson star with all its prongs ending on the 

nucleon open polygon a~ is replaced by a meson line con

necting its extreme vertices on this polygon. As a result 

we obtain a subdiagram in which every meson line connects 

two points of the nucleon open polygon. In an analogous 

manner one can show that in such a graph there is at least 



• 
meson 

• Repeating 

sub-

the 
!R.* 

{II =2) • 

part 

open 

polygon 

the 

line con-

result 

onnects 

ogous 

at least 

one of the following two subgraphs ( see Fig.l5). 

Fig.l5 

According to 17 these subgraphs are·majorized by the 

graph of Fig,l6. 

c 

a: 

a 

Fig.l6 

Applying to graphs of Fig.l6 the operation of theorem 2, 
I 

we get the following primitive diagrams ( see Fig.l7). 
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c 

a I> 

a lJ ... 
a} 8) 

Fig.l7 

• Thus, if in the graph !l) 6 fR. the vert ex c 

nucleon open pol7gon, then the graph :f) is majorized 

by one of the primitive diagrams of Fig.l7 • 
• Further we prove that any graph. :J)EfR. as also majo-

rimed by one of the graphs of Fig.l7. 
... "-

b) Let the vertex C in the graph ~e ~ lie outside 

the nucleon polygon a G • In virtue of the connectivity 

there exists a meson w~ from at least one point of the 

nucleon open polygon a C to the point c . Among all 

points the nearest to a is called characteristic point a. 
~ 

In view of the strong connectivity a does not coincide 

with g • Each star connected only with the nucleon open 

polygon is replaced by a meson line connecting its extreme 

vertices on this polygon. Thus, we single out in the graph 

~ a certain subgraph ~/ • In view of strong connectivity 
, 

of the graph ~ among all the meson lines going out from 
I 

the segment a B of the nucleon open polygon there may be 
~ 

found at least one which comes to the segment aa of this 

polygon. Let us denote this line by ~ , and its ends by a~ 
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lies on the 

s majorized 

also majo-

outside 

such 

stic point cr. 
t coincide 

its extreme 

connectivity 

out from 

there may be 

-aa. of this 

ts ends by a.L 

, - , -p 
a.~. , a1. e a a ~ ~ e a ". 

Let the point aL coincide with the point a 

see Fig.l8a). 

e.( 

a> c) 

Fig.l8 

Having replaced the nucleon lines of the segment 

meson ones, and the meson line ~ - by a nucleon line, we 

obtain a graph with a new nuoleon open polygon a./l a; G , 

on which the point a, will be characteristic. By theorem 2 

graph majorizes the initial graph. Let the points a~ 

~ do not coincide. In such a case, in view of strong 

connectivity among the meson lines going out from the seg--ment a, a of the open polygon a.G there exists at least 

one which comes to the segment a.a..t of this polygon. Among 

such lines is Qhosen that one which comes to the nearest 

point to a. • Designate this line by f 2 , and its ends by 

/ I -a..z. and a2. , a~ e a a.1. , a,2 E a:..t a. • Let the point 

ll2 coincide with the point a. ( see Fig.l8b). Having 

replaced the nucleon lines of the segment a..L a; by meson 

ones, and the meson line G. by a nucleon one, we get a 

graph with a new nucleon open polygon a a.t t; a.; t , on 

which the point ~ will be characteristic. If the point ~2 
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does not coincide with a , we continue this process 

until the point an coincides with a • All the meson 

lines except ti , . . . . , f, , ending on the segment aa; 

of the nucleon open polygon , are reacTed together with the 

Tertices they connect. Aa a result we get the subdiagram 

drawn on Fig.l8c. According to 17 it is majorized by the ,. 
• • 

graph of Fig.l8b. Therefore, 1! in the graph :l)e ~ the point 

C does not lie on the nucleon open polygon, then it is 

majorized by a diagram 1n which there exists a meson path 

. from the point tt to the point c • Thus, there remaills 

to consider the graphs 1n which there is a continuous path 

ca. & ( open polygon ), the segment ca. of whioh is a meson 

one, whereas the segment a.~ is a nucleon one. Eaoh star of 

such a graph whose prongs are ending on the open polygon 

ca8 is replaced by a meson line connecting its extreme 

Tertioes on this polygon. As a result we obtain a subgraph 

in which all aeson lines end on the path cal • Row it is 

not difficult to prove that in such a graph exists at least 

one ot the subdiagrams drawn in Fig.l9. 

Fig.l9 -~ 

,'J .fo... 

~ 

tiTe o.J.agreJJ 

Both these 

5. 

2J. 

scat teri 

l>rimitive 

• 



process 

the meson 

point 

is 

remains 

is a meson 

extreme 

a subgraph 

• Now it is 

s at least 

I 
I 
l 

According to 17 these graphs are majorized by the primi

tive diagrams drawn in Fig.l7. Thus, it is established 

that any graph :/) e g{ • of the ~eson-nucleon vertex part 

is majorized by at least one of the two primitive diagrams 

of Fig.l7. 

22. One oan prove b7 analogous considerations that 

in any graph :lie fK • of the meson vertex part ( !"" •3, f~ =0) 

there is at least one of the two subd1agrams ( see Fig.20). 

Both these graphs are primitive diagrams 

8) 

F1g.20 

5. Nucleon-Nucleon Scattering ( fM •0, t;,i ::t4) 

• 2J. Any graph of the olaas 5'{ of the nuo1eon-nucleon 

scat te.dng is ma-jorized by at least one of the following 

primltive diagrams ( see Fig.21). 
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CDCD 
a) !J) C) a) 

~ 
eJ f) j) 

Fig.21 

Proof. Let the external. vertices a and & of the graph 

l)e 1\.•lie on the nucleon open polygon a G , and two other 

external vertices c and d - on the nucleon open polygon 

cd • It is suffioient to consider the graph in which 

from the point ~ there exists a meson path to the polygon 

cal • The proof of this statement is analogous to 21 b. 

This meson path may come both to an external vertex, say, to 

the vertex C , and to any internal point e of the poly-

gon cd ( see Fig. 22). 

b 

~ 

a) 

end on 

bel 

lygon 

it is 

of 

and 

Fig. 

of 

• 



poly-

a) G; 

Fig.22 

a) Consider the first case. Each star all prongs of which 

end on the open polygon lacd is replaced by a meson line 

connecting its extreme vertices on this polygon. As a result 

we get a subgraph in which each meson line which does not 

belong to the path etc , connects two points of the open po--
l 

lygon Cacd • Repeating further the considerations of 19 

it is easy to prove that the graph ~ has at least one 

of the graph drawn in Fig.2J. According to 17 the graphs A 

and £ are majorized by the graph of Fig.2la, 8 and F 

- by the ·graph of Fig. 2lc, 3J and 4 - by the graph of 

Fig.2ld; finally, the graph C is majorized by the graph 

of Fig.2lb. 
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·~·~-b~-L~d 
A 8 C D 

t,~tl!.~d ;,(r;,") c •·" ~ 
E F <;. 

Fig.2J 

b) We sha~l call the open polygon of the type drawn i~ 

Fig. 22a N MN JlOlygon. Now we have only to consider suClb 

graphs from fR.* 1n which no NMN polygon exists, but does 

exist the system of lines of Fig.22b which further will be 

• denoted by Y 
Let in the graph ~E :R. • exist such a system Y . In 

,. 
view of strong connectivity on the open polygon btt e 
at least one point exists from which starts a path to the 

open polygon ced without common linear sectipns with the 

system Y . Among suoh points the nearest to C is called 

a characteristic point of the open polygon Cae rrrnx deno~ed 
.... 

by ~ • 'rhe corresponding path from 6 -tc the opeh pol.Yson 

ced iS designated by L . Each star connented W1t~ 

the open polygon gae is replaced by a meson line connec-

t1ng its extreme vertices on this polygon. Repeatine further 

the cons:l.dtrra.tion~ analogous to 2lb, we prove that if & E !a 

t 

!J 

t 

t 

• 
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he 

lied 

ec

ther 

e. !a. 

" 
. 

the graph !l.J is majorized by one of the graphs of Fig.24. 

a e :I 

o() fl) 

Fig.24 

whereas at &E ae - by one of the graphs of F1g.25. 

e e 

o(} 

e 

,.,. 

F1g.25 

According to 17 the graph of F1g.25 t) is majorized by 

the graph of Fig. 25 o() , whereas the graph of Fig. 25 o) 
by the graph of Fig. 25 ') • In accordance with the same sec

tion 17 in the graphs ~) and f) of Figs. 24 and 25 the 
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vertex part r _j.a "replaced by- the .vertex d • After this 

in graph 24~) all the nucleon lines of the segment Bl£ 
are replaced by meson ones, and the meson line I; - by 

nucleon one. According to theorem 2 the new graph thus ob

tained majorizE;ls the graph of Fig.24 of) • In this new dia

gram the point B is a characteristic point of the open po

lygon ltae • 
• As a result, if in the graph ;Jc.:R, there is a system 

)( , then it is majorized by the graph in which there 

exists at least one of the four'systems of lines of Fig.26. 

" ~ 6fL 
0~ 

a.- e '-...I oe 
e~) G> 

0 ~ ~9-
A 

88 oe 
'.I oe 

C:) t:/) 

Fig.26 

In this figure the point 9 is the end of the path L . 
This point may be both an internal point of the nucleon open 

polygon cd , and its boundary point. In the latter case it 

is sufficient to consider only the system of Fig.26b, since 

if in the graph there is a system a), c) or d) of Fig.26, 

{;;.r-

,_ 
' 

-

Fig. 

gon 

• 
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~by 

. s ob-

'dia-

\)en po-

ystem 

ere 

g.26. 

h /_, • 

n open 

ase it 

since 

26, 

then there would exist also a N M N polygon • The system 

of F1g.26b together with the nucleon open polygon cd 

in this case forms the following part of the graph ( see· 

Fig.27) • 

7 

6 

Fig.27 

If ~ is an internal point of the nucleon open poly-

gon cd , the systems of Fig.26 together with the nucleon 

polygon cci form the following two systems (see Fig.28). 

__:.2..__1. 

5 
... 

-----a.--" 3 8 
aJ 

Fig.28 
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• r-;:'1 * Thus, 1 t iS estab.l.ishej that if in a graph :1) E. Y'-

e~tsts a system Y , but there is no NMN polygon, then 

tt ts ~jorized by a graph in which there is at least one 

of the three systems of Figs.27 and 28. It is these graphs 

whiph we have to consider. By analogy to 21b one can prove 

that 1t is su.ffioient to consider graphs containing the sys

tem of Figs.27, 28a, or 28b, in which there is a meson path 
ca 

l ·from the point 1 to the part of this system, comple

mentary to the segment (1,2). 

c) Let in the graph ~ E ~R. • be no NMN polygon, but exist 

a system of lines of Fig.27. In the following this system 

will be denoted by I. In such ~ graph the path L together 

with figure I forms one of the following three figures 

(see Fig.29). 

7 2 ? 2 ? 

t 3~ iLf io 

2~9 9 ~ 5 g s 
U) ~) C) 

F1g.29 

Heno~, in the graph 9::> there is at least one of the 

three subgraphs drawn in Fig.29. In the graph 29a we remove 

the line (2,7) together with vertices 2 and 7. As a result 

18 

of 

• 
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, , then 

: one 
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~raphs 

iprove 
i 
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fhe sys
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In path 

mple-

I exist 

~tern 
I 

i 

together 
I 

I 

6' 

he 

emove 

sult 

' r 
we get the diagram drawn in Fig • .30. In this subdiagram we 

5 

Fig.)O 

replace the nucleon lines (4,5), (5,9 ) and ( 9 ,6) by 

meson ones, whereas the meson line (4,6) by a nucleon one. 

After this we ·remove the line (5,9 ) together with the ver

tices 5 and 9 . As a result we obtain the prilllitiv~ diagram 

of Fig. 21a. In the graph of Fig. 29)> we replace the nuc:te.on 

lines (1,2) and (2,J ) by meson ones, lnd the meson line 

(l,j ) -by a nucleon one. After this we remove the line 

(2,J ) together with the vertices ·2 aai 3 . As a ~esult 

we get the primitive diagram of Fig. 2lo. The diagram of 

Fig.29c is primi~1ve. It is drawn 1a Pig.2le • 

Thus, in the case under consideration the graph ~ 

is majorized by one of the primitive iiagrams a), o), e) 

of Fig.21. 

• d) Let in the graph [J)E :R. exists no NMN polygon , 

but exists the system of lines of Fic.28a. :r.urther we sball 

denote this system by II • If the way l from vertex 1 

leads to. vertex 4, then the graph :D has the subgraph' of 
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Fig.JO, and, hence, it is majo~ized by the primitive diagram 

of Fig.2la. The path L cannot lead to the segments (2,5) 

and (J,6), since otherwise there would exist a ~A4/V poly

gon. If the path L leads to segments (5,6), (2,J) or (J,4), 

then the figure II together with the path L makes one 

of the following three, respectively (see Fig.Jl) • 

•• 

• t) 2 .3 

It 
1 " J J, -

2 9 

a) BJ C) 

Fig.Jl 

These figures are denoted by IIa, IIb, lie. 

"' e) Let in the graph fl)e ~ no NMN polygon exist, but 

exists the system of Fig.28b. This system will be designated 

by III. The way L cannot lead from point I to the segments 
. I 

(J,8), (5,8) or (7,8) , since otherwise there would exist 

a /V~tN polygon. If this path leads tn the segment (2,6), 

(6,7) or (5,6) , then the graph ~ is majorized by at 

least one of the primitive diagrams a), c), e) of Fig.21, 

since in these cases there exists figure I in it. 

If the way L leads 

-1;.---

' to 

Fi 

.. 

d 

• 
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fciiagram 

s (2,5) 

rv poly-

or (J,4), 
I 

~ne 

but 

gnated 

segments 

ist 

,6), 

1, 

to vertex 4, then the graph ~L has a subgraph drawn 1n 

Fig.J2. Apply the operation of theorem 2 to the quadrangle 

6 

5 7 

8 

Fig.J2 

1234 of this subgraph and remove then line (2,J) together 

with vertices 2 and J. As a result we obtain the primitive 

diagram of Fig.2lc, majorizing in this case the graph ~ 

If the path L leads to segment (2,J) or (J,4) , then 

figure III together with this path forms one of the follo

wing two system of lines, respectively (see Fig.JJ). 

6 2 

5 ~ .5 
i 

6 

a) 

Fig.JJ 

• 
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These systems will be denoted by ilia, IIIb. 

So, there remains only to consider the graphs which do 

not contain a NMN polygon, but contain at least one of 

the fiTe figures IIa, lib, IIo, Ilia, IIIb.-As before, one 

can prove that it is sufficient to restrict oneself to the 

graphs in which there exists a meson path from point 4 to . .. 
the system complementary to the segment (4,J) (or (4,3) ). 

f) Let in the graph ~e fR.* be no NMN polygon, but exists 
• 

figure IIa. The path L from point 4 cannot lead to seg-

ments (J,6) and (2,5) since otherwise there would exist a 

NHN polygon. If th'is path leads to the region ( .!/ ,1), 

then the graph ~ has subg~ph of Fig.JO. Hence, it is 

majorized by the primitive diagram of Fig.2la. If the path 

L leads to the region (1,2) or to (2,J), then in the 
·p.·-· 

graph there is a subgraph of Fig.J4a or Fig.J4b, respectively. 

!i 

" 5. 

J ~ ./ 2 

a> !JJ 

Fig.J4 

Having applied the operation of theorem 2 to the quadran-4 

gle 4J2f of the graph of Fig.J4a and to the triangle 4Jf 

of the graph of Fig.J4b, we get new graphs, in each ofthem 

r !f>< .. 

• 
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there is a primitive subdiagram o:f Fig.2lb. The latter ·one 

in the given case majorizes the graph {/) • If the way L 

comes to the segment (6,g ), or (5,J ), then in the graph 

there is, accordingly, a primitive subgraph f) or g) o:f 

Fig.21. 

g) Suppose that in the graph :;[) € fR. *there is no NMN 

polygon, but there exists the figure I!b. The path ~ 

cannot lead from point 4 to the regions (J,6) and (2,5), 

since otherwise there would exist a NMN polygon. If the path 
: 

from point 4 leads to one of segment (5,6), (J,3 ), 

(2, 9 ) or (1,2), then the graph flJ has a aubgraph, in 

which the loop (129 I) satisfies the condition of theorem 2. 

After applying the operation of theorem 2 to this loop the 

subgraph will turn into the graph containing a NMN polygon. 

Thus, in this case the graph ~ is majorized by the graph 

treated in 2Ja. If the path L leads from point 4 to the 

segment (l,j ), then the graph ~ has a subgraph of Fig.JO, 

and, therefore, it is majorized by the primitive diagram of 

Fig.2la. 

* h) Let in the graph ::DEY(. be no NMN polygon, but exist 

the figure lief~ If the path L leads from point 4 to any 

segment of this :figure, except (1,3 ), then the graph ~ 

has a subgraph in which the closed loop (12J~ 1) satisfies 

the condition of theorem 2. After applying the operation of 

theorem 2 to this loop this subgraph will turn into a graph 
I 

containing a NP1N polygon. Thus, in this case the graph ~ 



:ltl(tl._ 

is majorized by the graph treated in 2Ja. 1f the path L 
leads ·from point 4 to segment (1,9 ), the"'l. the graph has a 

subgraph of Fig.JO and is majorized by the primitive diagram 

of Fig.2la. 

i) Let in the graph f/je r<."' be no NNN polygon, but exist 

figure Ilia. If the path L leads from po+nt 4 to any 

segment of this figure, exoept segment (1,~) then suoh a 

graph has a subgraph in which the olosed loop (12j 1) satis

fies the condition of theorem 2. After applying the operation 

of theorem 2 to this loop this subgraph turns into a graph 

·. c.ontaining figure I. Thus, in this· case the graph fl) is 

majorized by the graph treated in 2Jc. If the path L 
leads from point 4 to segm~nt (1,9 ), then the graph ~ 

has a subgraph of Fig.J5. Apply to the loop (12341) of this 

subgraph the operation of theo~em 2 and remove then line (2,J) 

together with vertices 2 and J. As a result we get the primi

tive aiagram of Fig.2lc, which in the given case majorizes 

the graph ~ • 

6 2 

1 

.s ? 

4 

8 3 

Fig.J5 
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Fig.J6 

Proof. In the graph :DE £R.* of meson-nucleon scattering 
; 

1 .· the nucleon lines make up only one nucleon open polygon. Let 

a. and " be the· external vertices situated at the ends 

of this polygon, whereas C and a{ - the other two exter

nal vertices. 
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j) Let, finally, in the graph 3JE fR."" be no NMN 

polygon, but system IIIb. If the path L leads from 

point 4 to any segment of this system, except the segment 

(1, 9 ), then the graph has a subgraph in which the closed 

loop (12J~ 1) satisfies the condition of theorem 2. After 

applying the operation of theorem 2 to this loop, this sub-

c 

• 
graph will turn into the graph in which there is a /V}1JV po- t 

lygon. Thus, in this case the graph ~ is majorized by the 

graph treated in 2Ja. If the path L leads from point 4 

to the segment (1, j ) , then in the graph X> there is a 

subgraph drawn in Fig.J5, and, hence, it is majorized by 

the primitive diagram of ~ig.2lc. 

* So, it is proved that any graph from ~ of the nucleon-
! 

nucleon scattering is majorized by at least one of the pri"!!' 

mitive diagrams of Fig.21. 

6. Meson-Nucleon Scattering ( fM ,.., 
=.::.t 

/' 

(N ::2) ----------------------------
24. Any graph of the class sz* of meson-::1Ucleon 

scattering is majorized by at least one of the following 

primitive diagrams ( see :Fig.JG). 

/I 

0 

one 

i 

• 
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NMN 
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the closed 
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s sub-

the 
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nucleon-

the pri-

owing 

* a) Consider first- the -graph 3J E 5< , in which the vertices 
l 

c and d are situated on the nucleon polygon$ Each 

star in such a graph connected only with nucleon open poly

gon is replaced by the meson line connecting its extreme 

vertices on this polygon. As a result we get a subgraph 

in which each meson line ends on the nucleon polygon. Repea

ting further the considerations of 19, it is easy to prove 

that the graph ~ has at least one of the subgraph drawn 

in Fig.2J. Hence, it follows by 17 that in the case under 

consideration the graph ~ is majorized by at least 

one of the graphs drawn in Fig.J7. 

DCDCD 

CD 
Fig.J7 

Having applied to these graphs the operation of theorem 2, 

and, then, if required, the operation of theorem ~ as well, 

we obtain the primitive diagrams a), b), c), e), f), h), k) 

of Fig.J6. 



jot.= 

' 

jtf'-

In all these primitive graphs exists one of the open 

polygons drawn in Fig.J8 ( the external vertices are marked 

by numbers). Prove.that any graph from ~· is majorized 

by a graph in which exists one of these polygons. The first 

polygon will be called IVNJ1 polygon , and the second 

N~ polygon. 

,J;,. 

I 2 3 It f 2. J 

a.) I) 

Fig.J8 

b) This has been already proved for the graphs in which 

all the external vertices lie on the nucleon open polygon. 

Consider the case when three external vertices, say, 

a. , C and g lie on the nucleon polygon, whereas the 

forth vertex d - outside this polygon. In view of the con

nectivity in the graph there is a mason path from the ver-
• 

tex d to the nacleon open polygon , e.g. to its segment 

ac . Repeating further the considerations of 2lb, it oan 

be seen that in the case under consideration the graph has at 

least one of the subgraph drawn in Fig.J9. 

• 
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fj 

Fig.J9 

According to 17 in the subgraphs b) and d) the vertex part r 
is replaced by the vertex a. . Applying further the ope

ration of theorem 2 , we establish that the subgraphs a) 

and b) are majorized by a graph in which a NNM polygon 

exists, whereas the subgraphs c) and d) - by a graph in which 

there is a NM polygon. 

c) Let now two external vertices lie outside the nucleon 

polygon. In view of the connectivity there exists a meson 

path from at least one point of the nucleon open polygon to 

one of the external vertices c or d. , not passing through 

the other one. That point of the nucleon polygon from which 

suoh a path starts and which is nearest to a is called a 

characteristic one. Repeating further the considerations of 

2lb, we shall prove that in the cas~ considered the graph 

is majorized b7 a graph with a IV~ polygon. 



• 
. ' 

d) Let in the graph 3) € f/{ ex:1at a NNH pol7gon • 

Repeating the considerations of 2Ja, one can show that in 

this case the graph 9J is majorized by at least one of 

the graphs of Fig. 40. Applying the operation of theorem 2, 

D 
... 

CD CD 

Fig.40 

it is easily seen that these graphs are majorized by the 

primitive diagrams a), b), e), f), 1), k) of Fig.J6. 

. ~ 

e) Let in the graph :l)e~ a NM polygon exist. Because 

of connectivity on the NM polygon will be found at least 

one point from which there leads a meson path to the point 

cL , having no common points with the NM polygon. Among 

such points the nearest to a is called characteristic 

· point and denoted by ii . If the point a is situated on 

the segment aG , then the graph 3J has at least one of 

the four subgraphs of Fig.41. 

-, 

~ .. ____ -----

a 

• 
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Fig.41 

If it is on the segment Be , it has at least one of the 

four subgraphs of Fig.42. 

d d 

c 

a} .1) 

JJ 

Fig.42 
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By 17 and theorem 2 it is easily seen that any graph 

in whioh there is a ~~ polygon is majorized by the graph 

in which there is either a MNMpolygon of figure I 

(see Fig.4J) • 

~ .3 

Fig.4J 

f) Let in the graph 3) 

4 

.. 

I 6 .It 

3 

of fR. "' there be a MNM polygon. :o.·· 

Repeating the oonsiderations of 2Ja, one oan prove that in 

this oase the graph ~ is majorized b7 at least one of 

the primitive graphs a), b), g), h), i) ;. j), k) of Fig.J6. 

g) Let now in the graph be no MNH polygon but figu-

re I. By analogy to 2lb one can prove that it is sufficient 

to consider suoh graphs containing figure I, in which there 

is a meson path L from point 1 to the part of this figure 

complementary to the segment (1,5). '!'he path L cannot 

lead from point 1 to the segment (2,6) and (J,6) since other

-wise there would exist a MNM polygon. If this path leads to 

point 4, then the graph has a primitive subdiagram of Fig.J6c. 

If the path L comes to one of the segments (2,,),(3,5) or 

,_.. ~--· -· ··- ... ·--

d) 

• 



' 
graph 

graph 

of 

other-

(4, 6) it forms toge.ther with figure I one of the following 

two figures (see Fig.44) 

f 

5 

Fig.44 

These figures are denoted by Ia, Ib. 

Repeating the considerations of 2lb, one can easily 

make sure that it is sufficient to cinsider only such graphs 

containing figures Ia or Ib, in which there is a meson way' 

from point 4 to the part of th~s figure complementary to the 

segment (4,6) or (4, ~ ), respectively. 

* h) Let the graph 3:> from fR, have figure Ia. If the 

path L leadr to one of the segment (1,9 ), (2,6),- (2,9 ) 

or (5,9 ) then in this graph there is one of the primitive 

subdiagrams c), e), m), n) of Fig.J6, respectively. 
lfC 

i) Let now the graph of ~ contain figure lb. If the 

path L ~ieads to segment. (2,6) (1,9 ) or (1,5); then in 

this graph there, is one of the primitive subdiagrams b), c), 

d) of Fig.J6. 



If the path L leads to the segment {2,5), then 

the graph fl) has a subgraph of Fig.45, which is reduced 

to the primitive graph of Fig.J6 a) with the aid of the 

operation of theorem 2. 

~ 

•• 

~ 

Fig.45 

We do not consider the other segments since the figure is 

• symmetrical. Thus, it is proved that any graph from ~ 

of the meson-nucleon scattering is majorized by at least 

one of the primitive graphs of Fig.J6. 

25. It is possible to prove by analogous considerations 

"' that in any graph of the class fR of meson -meson 

, scattering ( {M =4, {N •0) , there is at least one of the 

primitive diagrams of Fig.46. 
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Fig.46 

In the given oase the proof is especially simple 

since in any graph from 9e* of the meson-meson scattering 

there exists a polygon passing through all the external 

vertices. Besides, these primitive graphs may be obtained as 

subgraphs of the graphs of Fig.J6 in which the nucleon lines 

are replaced by the meson ones. 

It is evident that the obtained primitive graphs of 

Figs.J6 and 46 may be alRO used in studying the amplitudes 

of the processes involving o- quanta /l4/. 

~-II._Major~z!i!£U-2!_Prim~tive Graphs 

In order to determine the region G~ it is sufficient 
~ 

now to restrict ourselves to the finite set of primitive 

diagrams. Some of the primitive graphs majorize the others. 

For instance, the primitive graph of Fig.20b is majorized 

by the primitive graph of Fig.20a, whereas the primitive 
, 

graph of Fig.46c - by the primitive graph of Fig.46a. 



~----

This follows from the results obtained in 11. To compare lr wher 

the primitive diagrams with each other more detailed informa- •· line 

tion about the quadratic forms is required. Syma.nzik's theo-

rem and some its generalization prove to be an effective 

means for this purpose. 

1. An Expression of the quadratic Form of the Graph 

in Terms of ita Incidence Matrix 
----------------~~-· ·---------·------------ ··-----------
2. Let an arbitrary graph with n vertices and t 

internal lines be given and let on each such line 

a direction be defined. Suppose that all the external lines 

enter the corresponding vertices. We enumerate the vertices 

and lines separately. The incidence matrixl•(e..J,i=l, •• • ,n 

v =1 ••• , e of such a graph is determined in the 
"(.'-

fol1owi~g manner: 

I, if the line v goes out from the vertex (. 

' 
e,.~{ -I, if the· line v enters the vertex ' ' (1.1) 

o, if the vertex L does not belong to the line V • 

The law of momentum conservation in each vertex of the 

graph is written as 

e 
L eiv Kv =pi ) 
V:f 

i=i, ... ,n, (1.2) 

, f_, /I 
...._ i- 6 

two 

to I 

Thu 
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' • 



compare 

ed informa-

lines 

e vertices 

=1' ••• 'tz 

the 

' ' 

(1.1) 

ine V • 

ex of the 

(1.2) 

where ~ , • • • • , K
1 are the momenta on the internal 

lines, PJ. ' • • • • ' P~~. are the external momenta. 

Note, that in each colomn of the matrix E two and only 

two elements are different from zero, one of them is equal 

to I, the other - to -1. If follows from here that 

, e 
~LeivKY=O. 
i=1 '11=1 

(l.J) 

Thus, for the self-consistency of Eqs. (1.2) it is necessary 

to fulfill the condition 

(1.4) 
J. If the graph is connected, then the number of 

independent equations among Eqs.(1.2) is equal to rt-1, 

and, hence, f = f- n + 1 momenta may be given arbitrary. 

The momenta may be fixed arbitrary to such and only on 

such lines whose cut does not violate the connectivity 

of the graph. By changing, if necessary, the numeration 

of lines one can achieve that the first f lines possess 

this property. Consider first the case when all the verti

ces of the gra~p are external. We add the following equations 

(1.5) 



to the system of·Eqs. (i.2) at . ;, •1, . ... . . . ' /Z. -1 • 
As a result we obt.ain the system 

L'K =S 
(1.6) 

where 
•• 

s.t = t, , ... , .s,= t,;, sl.,..t = P1 , ... ;, s, = p,_1 . 
' , 

1 0 • . • 0 0 • • • 0 
0 1 • . . 0 ·o . . . 0 
• ... • • • • • . . . 
• . . . . • . . . . 

L= I ~ . . . • • • . . . 
0 . . . 1 0 . . . 0 (1.7) 

e!, e,, . . . • eJf etJ•J. • • . eu 
• . . . . . . . . . . 

e ""'·' e,..1,2 ·• 
• • e e · . . e,._Je Pt-t,f ll·t,f+l , 

1f--.--

The solution of this system is unique and may be written 

in the form 

-J. [ t] . -1. . 
K = L f =·L $ 

(1.8) . 

.: 
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' 

(1.6) 

. 
' 

(1.7) 

tten 

(1.8) . 

4. Let us determine in the 4 l 

s:paoe K the scalar product. 

~imensional vector 

l 

( K, tj,) = r. Kv 'J.., 
v=l. 

and introduce ~he diagonal matrix 

Then 
e 

(K,aiC)=L 
'1=1. 

Substituting (1.8) into (1.10), we. get 

11 (L.-1 L-.t) ( """-.t -.L rr~ {ot; t ,p) = s, a s = s, L a L s) 

(1'.9) 

(1.10) 

(1.11) 

. "--.L -1 --
L L L a-JL . The matriX inverse to the matrix a , will be 

If the variables t and p are put in correspondance 

to i and 2 , then the quadratic form inverse to (1.11), 

takes on the following form 

~ ( o( ; !I, 2) = ( x , L a -J.[ x) = 
•• 

f 
1 

n-1. 
2 

f I "-l z (1.12) 
= L. - (~ + L. e,, 2,) + ·x:_ ;;;- ( ~ e,.~: z;) 

S•.1 o(s s itd S•f+f s l=f 

5. The quadratic form Aolt (ol~ p) obtained after the integ

ration over the internal momenta is equal to (see Part I ) 

/I ( «,p) = er t1. /1 («; (,p) 
tZ:J . t ;() 

(1.13) 



t 

f; .. .. 

The following lemma ( see', e.g. / 5/) makes it s1inple to · 

find the quadratic form J {o(, i) inverse to the form lift(«,?). 
:tJ . ""' 

LEMMA 2. Let the quadratic form F(x,~) be defined 

b;r 
11 " """ , 

F (x,~) = 2:' a/.x, ~· -+ 2 2. I. {f.t x, /It + 2:.. ~"" ct~= 
i,j•f :j ,·. f f•l c 

14 
/!K•f 

:: (x,ax) + 2 (x,G/1) + f!:~ Cf)· -
The quadratic form, inverse to it, is denoted b;r ~(~,~). 
The quadratic form f'(x) =extremum r(x,-:J) has an 

- ~ 
inverse quadratic form f(~) equal to the value of the 

form F (~, '},) at 'J. =0. 

According to this lemma 

- - f ( 17-.i z 
II~ (ol, !J = ll:b (at; o~z> = ~ ;;: ( ~ e,s z,) 

~f s '~ . (1.14) 

It follo~s from here that 

fi (ol,p) = - /; ~/ 
~ /d/ 

J 
where 

f. 

J .. = 2: 
(1.15) 

f/ S=1 

Let now some of the vertices of the graph be internal. We 

shall consider the vertex 11, as an external one. Then 

/1 (ct'Jp) turns out to be a quadratic form of the momenta of 

"" 

/ ' 

k ·-----· --

in t 

p 

x) 

find 

(see, 

• 



f 

of the 

(1.14) 

(1.15) 

the external vertices of the graph only. By (1.14) and 

Lemma 2 the quadratic .form ,4.('} ("', 'i) inverse to II~ i·x.~p) , 

is equal to 

t 
I 

' ,_1 2. 

ext, :?:_ ( ~ eiszi) II c-,(, 'i) - / 

~ 
~;,t S= f tl!Cs 

t= f ' 

(1.16) 

where ~ are the variables corresponding to the inter--< in t 
nal vertices of the graph. 

Note that in the derivation of these formulae we did 

not make use of the assumption that the momenta are Eucli

dean. 

In the particular case when the vectors l· t are 

Euclidean, the extremum in (1.16) turns into the minimum. 

2. Symanzik's Theorem and Its Generalization 

To formulate and prove Symanzik's theorem it is useful 

to give here some elementary notions about norms.x) 

1. Let Z be a real N dimensional Euclidean 

space. The space 50 of the linear functions (f~z> defined 

in t is called the space conjugated to 'Z , if the scalar 

product in fP _is determined by the formula 

(2.1) 

------
x) Further, we omit some elementary proofs which one can 

find in the books on functional 
16 (see, e.g., , chapter XI). 

analysis 



The spaces fP. and _ ·'l are ·isomorphous and conjugated to 

each ther. 

2. The real function f (~) , '! E ~ is called a norm 

if it possesses t)le .. following properties: 

a) For ea.\:h "i E 'l. and any real number A 

f (l ?) = 1~1/Ci) 
b) The triangle condition 

f(x+jj) ~ /(x) + ffl/) 

where 
X€ 'f., ijt: 2. 

o) If fC~} =0, then 2 =0 

•• 

From properties a) and b) it follows that j{~)~ o. 

J. Let ~ be a positive definite symmetrical matrix. 

Then the function 

f{~J = fr-z,/11). 
(2.2) 

satisfies the conditi~ns a), b), and c) and is an example 

of an norm. In particular, I~ I= J/ {'l;, 1)., 

is a norm. 

There exist-norms non-representable in the form 

(2.2). If, for instance, ~s >0 then the functions 

" I r -z1 , · · ·, 1" ) = 2: o( I~ I 
S=f S .s 

-f ( l 1 , • • • _, Z11) = 
are norms. 

.,.... ________ --- --

mAJC 
$=1, ... ~1/ 

l~sl -()($ 

• 
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I 
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• 

ted to 

ed a norm 

matrix. 

(2.2) 

e 

or.m 

ons 

4. Let JC~) be a norm in Z , then the function 

[Cp) = ma1C j(?~p)/ 
fll)~i (2.J) 

is a norm in fP • This norm: is called conjugated to j{~) • 

The norm conjugated to fCi) is equal to /{~) • 

We give som~ properties of mutually conjugated norms. 

a) The norm conjugated to the norm (2.2) has the form_ 

(2.4) 

Proof. Since /1 is a positive definite symmetric 

matrix, then on the basis of the Cauohi-Bunyakovski inequali-

ty we have 
i " 2. .II -.t ('i,p)2 = (II z, II p) ~ ( l:. i)(p:~ll p) 

Since in the region ( Z, A Z) !ifr J. for any p 
/l -ID 

there exists a non-zero vector parallel to 1 
, then 

J r p) == max I (i,p)/ = V(pJP) 
(?,AE)~1. 

b) Let /
1 

Cp) and / 2 ( p) be two norms in 

f_/l) and f.zli) the conjugated norms in Z 
that the inequality 

-
ff(p) ~ f~(p), p 6 gJ 

fP ' 
• In order 

(2.5) 



~-' _,_, __ ~ 

holds, it is necessary and sufficient to fulfil the 

inequality 

J!E2. f1 (!) ~ f2 ('i)' 
(2.6) 

Proof. Let GJ. 
where }1 (l) ~ 1 and 

G~ S C.1 and, hence 

and a2. be the sets of points 

f1 (2) ... i respectively. By (2. 6) 
•• 

'""" I ('z, f) J ~ m11x I C'l)Jp) I 
ze a.1 IE '2. 

:.l 

c) If ftl) and f (p) are mutually conjugated norms 

and A> o, then the norm A ftl) is conjugated to the norm 

t f(p). 

' 

5. LEMMA '.Let ther.e be a family of norms £. ( p) , limi

ted for any p , if 0( ta.lces on all volves of a set J ; 
let f. (!}be the fam1.ly of the conjugated norms. 

(I( 

Then the function 

-t(p) = mar ftl( (p) 
ote.3 (2.7) 

is also a norm; the norm conjugated to it is the largest 

one satisfying the inequality 

j('!) ~ min £ (2) 
C.:EJ 

{2.8) 

• 



• 

(2.6) 

ts ~ 

.6) 
' 

p)' limi

J ; 

(2.7) 

st 

(2.8) 

It follows that if min JoJ~) is· a norm, then it will be 
.t6] 

conjugated to f (p) , i.e., 

f ('l) = min £ (Z) 
«eJ 

{2.9) 

Proof. It oan be easily seen that function {2.7) sa-

tisfies the properties.a), b) and c). For instance, the 

property b) 

Jcp+IJ.)- max £ (p.,.'J,) ~ maK [(~)+max £tl) = /rpJ+iftJ. 
••:J II{£ .J; «t=J 

So, J (p) is a norm. 

The interval of values p satisfying the conditions 
-j(p)Si1, 

-will be denoted by a 
follows that 

and (4"' , respectively. From (2. 7) 

Since 

f~~~. (Z) = """!. I ( P~ Z)/ 
f E f:« 

then by (2.10) 

{2.10) 

/{'i) = m~~ /fp~~>/ ~ ma~ /fp~~J/== ~(~), 
pE{). p~~ 

for any «c .J .(2.11) 



. ~ 

In virtue of what has been proved earlier there exists a 

largest norm ~(~) satisfying the inequality (2.11) 

f ('~ ) ~ 'f ( l) ~ l~.C '1.) for any fl(cJ. (2~12) 

But since 'f(~)::; f~(:l), then by 4b we hS.ve 

<j(p) ~ fo{(p) for any at' e: .J 
' 

hence Cf(p) ~ maK [ (.,) =/(p). 
ot.E:J • r 

Applying again the property of 4b, we get 

Cf(l) :: f(~) 
(2.1J) 

Comparing (2.12) and (2.1J), we obtain 

f (~) = C,{~) (2.14) 

Thus, it follows from (2.11) and (2.14) that jf~) 

is the largest norm satisfying the inequality 

.fC~)::; min Joe (i!) . 
6iE J 

6. Let the space E be a direct sum of the subspaoes 

X and Y , :E = (x.;J) e g, x e. X~ J6. Y. 
Then, if fCi),: J(r,(l) is a norm in 'l , then 

~' 

• 



• 
s a 

• 

(2.12) 

, 

2.1J) 

.14) 

J 

s 

f (x) = min f {x,:J) 
.} 

is a norm in X • 
• 

(2.15) 

The space [P conjugated to Z decomposes into 

the sum of the subspaces Q and S , respectively. 

The following analog of lemma 2 holds 

f(Cf)=-j('f,S) at s-o; ~t::Q~ s=S. 

7. By J the function 

(2.16) 

2 

where A:tJ and M:tJ are given by formulae (1.15) and 

(LJ p.I), is a norm in fP • According to 4 a), b) the 

function 

(2.17) 

where /l;(j is set by formula (1.16) is the norm conjuga-

ted with f
0 

(ot;,f'). 

8. Let us calculate the minimum with respect to o( 

of the function 

(2.18) 
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;:..)ir..ce 

Bint 
.,. 
I ... 

v...,. .. 'lC,eJ -
...._, 
' .· 

c ': ' :lit·, i!, j =(X) 
~ 

~ 

r ~·n1 

~· +(' 1(. -..X' ... 

then the minimum is attained at an internal point of the 

region where X changes , in which 
... ~ 

·r e n-f 
r, Jr - ~- 1 / y-

== ;n~' .! _ _ - ~ ?- e,., l, --

t. z ,_ f 2. 

Z: -x'v m., 1 ~ " J' = ') 
v• f ~ L- C:·.s -t· • 

"'',:){- V.=# x.., t=f 
~ 

. .z. ~.·::: f 
"'t:>. 

Hence we find 
n-f t - . r - 2. J. 

..... ..__--
I f, Cis Z i / i /.1 "• m. ] a 

x s :: ---~~-- . ~ f_-f (;;:' ~~- ~. / (2.19) 

'11::1 :X v i" 1 ' v ' -

Substituting (2.19) into (2.18), we get 
e ,_, 

·' -- -- -___, - /2: :e I 
Y mi11 J (~,Z) = >- In" · 1 ei.., i 

~ v-f '' 
~ - (2.20) 

One can easily make sure that (2.20) is a norm. 

9. Now it is easy to find the minimum with respect 

to~ of the fucntion fr.(~~~J. Indeed, by using (2.20), 

we get 

}. " . .6) == min f (>~;, J&) = min 
'l '1t ~ • 

l;,.,t 

~ (2.21) r----------,. n-t 

Ymi" )("'};!) -=m/n E '"v j;>_e,.v~·J 
X a1J ~ 'I=' f • 1 I. 

-<-1nt t• • 

.... 
• 
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of the 

(2.19) 

(2.20) 

spect 

2.20), 

By 8 and 6 f~ C~) is a norm. 

By lemma J , the norm .f.7' ~· i) is conjugated with the 

norm 

.... ) .~ 71 ( p = max (2.22) 
-t! CJ{ 

lO.Syman~ik's theorem follows immediately from 4b and 9. 

Theorem J. Let f/) cr." and -Y....J be two diagrams of 

the sace process. The necessary and sufficient condition 

for 
iJ (1t,fl) 

., ' :f) /1-:;o<,, l X 
ma.x ;"' 

~ max .... 
-----~ ----~------

" ' 
~ 

"' 1"1; (x) ,x N;, {1(. ') (2.2J) 

to hold for all p c 9, is tha~ for all :l e Z the inequality 

e ,_, e/ n'-1 

min I. mv J ~ e;" 1!, j ::: min 2:.. m; / ?- e,.; Ei/ / 
Z;,.t V•f ,., 'i.;,.t V=f t=f (2.24) 

is fulfilled. 

' Here e;v and e;.., are the incidence matrix 

of the graph ~ and fb' • The variable ~ and E ' 

corresponding to the external vertices coincide. 

II. In 6 ( part I) the domain {;,(~) of the graph tlJ 

with a given numeration of the external vertices was defined. 

If such a graph belongs to the set 9t ( see 9 part I) 

then together with this graph the set 9t contains all the 

graphs obtained from the given one by permuting the numera

tion of the external nucleon and meson vertices separately. 



. ~ 

~ 

Each such graph is denoted by dDz where 

(
i 2 

1l = i.J. ;,z 
... e,.,) ~ -

. ' . . '" . r::,., G ~ ... e#) 
dz · · · d~ , 

are arbitrary permutations. 

Determine the domain ff{~) as the intersection of 

the, domains 
... 

H (cV) = n GC2J:) 
'Z,Jf 

. over various :Jr and ~ • 

The region H (:l)) characterizes the graph 1lJ irres

pective of the numeration of its external vertices. The 

region ~ coincides with the intersection of all the 

regions H (3)) • 
...,;-

12. From 4b and 9 results ~ediately also 1a!_fol!g~!BS-

g~~!Ialization of~ik's ~heor~ 

Theorem 4. Let there be given K+i diagrams (/)5'" 

(6"= o,1, ... ,K) of the same process with fixed numerations of 

the external vertices. Let f~Cp) be the norms corresponding 

. to the graphs ;})6' (2.22). In order that for all peg:> 
the inequality 

f (p) ::::. mal( 
~0 5"=1~ ... ,K. 

J (p) = J (p) 
;/)6' fy •• _,IC 

(2.25) 

• 



of 

irres-

The 

the 

(2.25) 

--~-

holds, it is necessary and sufficient that for all ~€ Z 
the conjugated norms would satisfy the inequality 

(2.26) 

By Lemma J J.,;····" (~) is the largest norm, satisfying the 

condition 

f (Z:) ~ min 
1, ... ,1< ~=17 ... ,1C 

f:lJ (Z) . 
5' (2.27) 

The theorem presents a necessary and sufficient con

dition for the domain G;;[)o to contain the intersection 

of the domains i.e., 

In the following we shall make use of this theorem 

only in the particular case when ;/)
6 ( '0= f;,···, IC ) are 

representatives of the same graph !/) , with different 

numerations of the external meson and nucleon vertices. 

thi:o. case the theorem presents a criterion for including 

the region H~ C see 11) int·o the region a~o . 

.In 

In this paper we shall only make use of the following 

simple corollary from (2.27): 

Corollarr.. To fulfil inequality (2.25) it is sufficient 

that for all z E Z 

min 
6":: 1, ... ,1< 

ffl> (2'). 
D 

(2.28) 



Note. Let .(.4 (~e-) be a set of points· Z , in which 

f:l) (l)~ 1. The set of points 'Z , satisfying the ine-
.-

quality 
f

1
, •.. _, r< ( Z) ::;j_ 

is the convex envelope of the sum sets of 4 (~), o =1, ••• .JK. • 

J. Majorization of Primitive Dia~ams 

lJ. The vertex part. 

According to§4 of part I the class ~0 of the primitive 

diagrams of the meson-nucleon vertex part consists of the 

two graphs of Fig.l7. With the aid of Symanzik's theorem 

we shall show that the diagram of Fig.l7a majorizes the 

graph of Fig.l7b. Indeed, the norm f~(~) of the graph of 

Fig.47 in virtue of the triangle inequality 

lJ 

2, 

X 

Fig. 47 

is 

f ( 
(l) 

=m 
~~ 

+( 

~ 

So, 

( 

.... 

• 



' 

.. ~" . 

tive 

of 

is greater than the norm~ C~) of the graph of Fig.l7 a): 

=min {(M-m)[/:<:
1
-x/ +lx!} + '; {Cii!cXI + /x-z,l) +(IX/ +lz.-xt) • 

.t,~ 

So, any graph of the meson-nucleon vertex part from ~ 

( 9 part I) is majorized by the graph of Fig. 48 a). 
' 

•• ~) 

Fig.48 



•----

It follows from here that any graph of the meson aeson 

vertex part from ~ is majorized by the graph of Yis.48 b). 

This result has aiready been obtained earlier (see point 1 

part II). 

Z.z 

14. Meson-Meson Scattering. • z, 
According to 25 of part I the cla~~SR0 of the primitive 

diagrams of meson-meson scattering consists of three graphs 

of Fig.46. The primitive diagram of Fig.46 b) is majorized 

by the graph of Fig.46 a) ( see point 1 part II). The same 

result follows from theorem s. Indeed, the norm f (l) 
We 

of this graph ( see Fig.49 b) ) 

f (Z) = m · min ftz,-x,f + tx,- Z2 I+ J:x,- X2/ + /Z$-r!h.l + I¥,-Z2 /+ 
j)c z,3 l' 

+I ft-~2/+ f~z -lJ/ + !Za -,Y:zl + /Xz/ + 1121} = 
""'" 

= m ·min _!_ {fti,-X
1
/+Ir,-'Z2 t} +[/Z1-X1/+Ix,-X2 J+/zz-Z3 /+ 

:X,:J 2 

+ IZ,-J1l + l~t-)/2l + 1~/2 -131] + [I~-$1 1 + IJ,-'lz/) + 

+ [I z3- X21 + I X 21 + I :l3- ~2.1 + '3zl J + (I Zz- x.1 I + I x,- Xz/ +I Xz./ + 

+ IZ2- i1.l + l~.t- :/z I+ l~z I)} 

n 

f, 

of 

wi 

i.e 

--
-+(I 

~ 

• 



' 
son aeson 

J'i!.48 b). 

point 1 

primitive 

orized 

I)= 

+ 

2, 2, 

z, 
a) X~) 

Fig.49 

because of the triangle inequality is greater than the 

norm J. ('l., lz.,Z1) of the graph of Fig.49 a), equal to 
t>ct. 

f:t> (l.,l,Z1 ) = m [tz,-2.al +12,-'iJ/+ /Zz/ +/z.JI]. 
A. (.3.1) 

Bow show that according to theorem 4 , the graph 

of Fig.49 b) is majorized by a ,Pair of the graphs of Fig. 46&) 

with two different numerations of the external vertices, 

i.e., that 

Indeed, 



!f 

~;~~ . ' 
t! 

....... 

VI 
:f. 

it 

'' 

:• 

' d 
::.l 
_,~ 

i~ 
' ~L 
fi 

IJ;· 
·-~ 

. ! 

:] 

~ mtz,_-'l3 / + m/'i.J./ +m· mi~ {!f 1 -Z:z./+liJf, Jz,.:..l3 /+IZ2 /}; 

::::11'tirt { /.,, ('Z2~1"lg) 'f ('l:hl,,lz)} 
~~ ~~ 

where t ( 'l., z2 ~ 'l3) is determined by formula (J.l). 
;oil. 

So, any graph of meson-meson scattering from Be is 

majorized by the diagram [J of Fig.50 • 
... 

Fig. 50 

i.e.' the domain a1t = GRo = H (D) • 

Note, that aooording to Symanzik's theorem it can 

be shown that the graph :/)8 is majorized by neither 

of the graphs dD~ with a fixed numeration of external 

vertices, i.e. that the domain {;(3J1) does not contain 

either of the regions {; {;{)Q.,) • 

15. Nucleon-Nucleon Scattering 

4(:.-::-

According to § 5 of part I the class- fRo of the primitive 

diagrams of nucleon-nucleon scattering consists of seven 

graphs of Fig.21. On the basis of Symanzik's theorem and 

_its generalization it is possible to show that the primitive 

diagrams c), d), e), f), g) of this Figure are majorized 

by the graph a). Therefore, any graph of nucleon- nucleon 

scattering from 9t is majorized by at least one of the 

two graphs of Fig.51, 

z, 

• 

i 

p 
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(J.l). 
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tain 
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and 

clean 
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Fig. 51 

i·'·' G9l. • Ggto • H (2)J.) n H (2.>2) • We proceed to the 

proof of this assertion. Consider first the graphs d), e) 

and f) of Yig.21. The graph d) ( see Fig.52) has the norm 

f 2J1. ( 'l.) equal to 

• 
X, X, X2 

tl.) /) 



_. ~ 
::~; 

-~ ' 
(; 

{ 
l 

to' 

r[f· .. · 
' ., 

:: 

~~-il 

~ min (M-m) (121 -Xj/ + Jr, -'Zz/ -i-Jz3 -X2 / +IX
2
/) + 

:X:.1 ,ra 

+ m · m.lA7 {(/E1 -X,/+ /.X1-l:z/) + (IZ3 -.2'2 / + /Xz/) + 
.x,, :r~ 

•• 

+ ( ll1- X.1l+ tx, -Xz./ + /X1 /) + (1Z~-X1 / +tx,-x.J + /Xa-Z31)} ~ 

~ J' (Z1 , 'lz, 'ZJ) 
t2)cz. 

where 

f_ (Zh2,,lJ)= M (ll1-l2 /+ll3 /) + m {I!.J +l'l.z-'l,l). 
~~ (J.2) 

The graph e) ( see. F1g.52) has the norm f. (~) equal to 
~, 

f (l!) "' min { M (lz,- :r, I+ I x,-Z.I + tz. -r.1 + IZt/) + 
t>e X 

+ m ( fr,- Xz.l + /Xz/ + IZ1-X3/-t /X3-Z,/+ /:rtl-~31 +/ZJ-.r,J)} ~ 

) 
X 

+ 

+( 

~ 

where 

graph 

~4 -

f (i) 
tJf 

+M( 

=tni 
.J: 

+m( 

+m 
l 
I 

~ nti~ 
%1 

I 
I 

+ m·• 

-t /%1 • 

J 



• 

+ 

(J.2) 

~ mi.n (M-m)(llt~~I-+.IX1 -i2/+llJ-X,I+ IX,J)+ 
.r, ,r. 

{ ( /'l1 - X 1 / + /'1:1 -'ia /) +( /Xzf + /Xz- ~/) + 

where f:t>., C.l1,Z.a,l3) is determined by formula (.3.2). The 

graph t) ( see Fig.52) has the norm £ (:i) equal to 
. ~~ 

f (i) = m.W! {WI ( /Z1 -X3 / +/Z1-22/+ IXz -Z3J + /Xtl) +-t;f X 

+ M ( tz,-x1J + ir,-x,f + /X2 / + Jz. -x.f + l>c, -x.t + tx. --z.l)j = 

= ~n { ( M-m) ( tz1-z11 +tz,-r,t.+IZ,/ +lz,-z,l +/Z3 -:r•t+ tx.-z,l)+ 

) };, ~ ~., ( M-m) (/z,-x,f + /:~: .. -X2 /+ IX. I+ I 'l2 -X
3
f+ lr,-x.t+tx.-T,i). 

+ m · »rin {tl,-X,f +tr,-~2/ +tz,-.r,f +I~/+ I :z,-xtf + :r,,r., 
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where f. (%,,Zz,Z 3 ) is defined by formula (3.2). 
~& 

Row proceed to the consideration of the graphs c) and 

g) of Fig.21. The graph c) ( see Fig.5J) ha~the norm f. (Z) 
~c 

equal to 

IJ ~ 

/I\ -2,\ fz~ }Z2 
)(~ 

c) 

I X 
I) a 

Fig.5J 

t (:l) = mi,., {11 {1~,-xJ + I%- 'lz I+ I Z3/) + 
~c x,3 

+WI ( 131 + 1y-Z1J +IZ,.-;JI + 1r-'Z3/) j ~ 
~ htin (M-m) ( /'11-X/ + /r- 'l2 / +I ZJI) + m /Z31 + 

~,, 

+ !p t;:; { (lz,-:x:J +IX- z,t) + (lz,-:fl +IJ-~1/) + (lz,-r.J +lx-z,t). 

+ 0'l
1
-xt+lx-'i

3
t) + (/l,-.J!+I/1} + (IZ,-:JI+IJIJ}?; 

~ 

~ 

--

from 

bf t. 

to 

~ 

... -

I + 

I --

+ /: 

+ J, 

~,.. 

• 
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\ 

~ f1 {I z, -Zz/-tli3 /) + m ·milt {i~,-~3/+ /.c'2 / _, /11 / + IZ~:-Z31} == 

from where, by theorem 4 , the graph dDe is majorized 

by the graph ~ca. • 

The graph g) ( see Fig.5J) has the norm f (l) equal 
:0 

to ~ 

td(';e) =min {m (li1-X:d+IX11+1Xz-l3 /+llz..:..x,l)+ 
ov,a . :lC 

+ M (I!,- X, I-t fx,-X£1 + tx,-l,l + ll3 - rll +I X3 - x.,l +I r,1)} = 
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~min [ f~._r'l,, lz,l3), f~ {lz,Z,Z3)] 

\.' 

from where, by theorem 4 the graph ~J 

by the graph ~Q, • 

;1-s majorized 

• 

16. Keson-Huoleon Scattering 

Aooording to §6, part I, 'the class !Ro of the primitive 

diagrams of meson-nucleon scattering consists of the 14 

graph of :r1g.J6. On the basis of S7JII&.nzik's theorem and its 

generalization it will be shown in 16 a) that the primitive 

diagrams o), d), g), h), j), k), and n) of this Figure 

are maj9rized by the diagram a). 

It will be established in 16 b) and 16 c) that the 

graphs 1) aad i) are majorized by the graph e), while the 

graph m) is majorized by the graph f). 

Thus, &11.7 graph of meson-nucleon scattering from g(, 

is majoriz~d by at least one of the following four graphs 

(see Fig.,4), 

.... ~ 

z, 

( 
'Zl 

• 



• 

--- -- ---------

1 2 

Fig. 54 

" 

3 

i.e.' ~!R. = G~o = n H (2Jo() . 
ot•f 

16 a. Consider first the graphs d), h), j), k) of 

Fig.J6. The graph d) (see Fig.55) has the norm f (~) 
Cl>J 

equal to 

X Xz. X I 
c) d) 

X 

j) 
Xf Xz. 

A) 
x, 

- _, 
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I if 
,f.; 

t.' 

f (l)= lnin {11 (l'l 1 -X,f+IX,f) -t 
:DtJ z. 

+ m (tz,-x3J +/Xs/+ tr1-z.t + /r1-Xz/+/Xz -fl./ +/Z,-.Jl,/+ IZ,-Jr.t+Jx,-~ 

= ~i11 {(M-m)(ll1-X1/+Ix,J) + fm { (/i,-X1 /+Ir11+/z1-x.J+Ir1f)+ 

+ (I z1 - r,/ + 1~,- x, I+ /X1 - E~.l + /1.1-r3 J + /r,-r,J + Jx, -lz.l) + 

+ (I z, - Xz/ + I rJ. - '1, I + I ':! z - x, I + I :r, - l 'J I ) + 

+ (lz.-x,J + lx, -1f3 J + /X1J + 1-z.-x,J + tz,-x,f +/X,/ JJ}"' 
~ f (l,l.z,Z3) 

~ ... 
where 

f~ (:!1 ,12 ,~") = M /'l,/ + m(l~- 2,./ + lz:~.-2zl+/z31). (J.J) ... 

It follows from here that the graph ~J is majorized by 

the graph ~~ • The graph h) (see F1g.55) has the norm 

f ('i) 
~" 

equal to 

f (l) := m-in {M (IlL -X.t/ +I x,- X2 J + /X2 J) + 
:l>h X 

+ m ( /'l,-~1 +I rJ -1,2 I+ IZ2 -X,/ +/r3 -Xz./ + /l3 -X+ I+ /.zJ-Xtf + /Xtl)} ~ 

~ m.:,., (M-m)(l:t1 -X1 /+Ix,-x~.J+/X2 1) + 
x,,x-& 

,, 
I,._ .. --

... 

+ 

..... 

+ 

.... 

+ 

' 
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+ m. m-in {( /'i1 -Xtf+/x1 -Xz.f+IX~/) + (l'z,-:r1J+ '.:x:1-'Zz./) + 
x,, X'.z 

-t (Jl2-X1 /-tlz,-"~/+/Xz.-'lJ/) + (1'~3 .-X2f+IX.z.1)] ~ 

~ f. ( 1 0 l2., :C3) 
~~ 

where f. (Z,,1,.,Z3)i~ determined by formula (J.J) 
~ .... 

The graph j) (see Fig. 55 ) has the norm f (~) 
IDci 

equal to 

f (i) = Htin { M ( /21-X,I + tx,-Xz./ + l:rz -.Zs/-1- /X3J) + 
t>. " X 

J 

+ m ( f'i
1
-2.d 1- /'iz.- Xal + l%1- :r., 1 + /l3 - XJ/ +I :r,- ~;s/ + /Xt/)} .ds 

+ ( I i 1 - x., 1 + I x, 1 + I 'l.3 - X3 1 + 1 xlJ ) J] ?! .. 
~ f:t> (~1>l2,2~) . 

.,._ 
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Therefore the graph ~j is majorized by the graph ~~ • 

The graph k) (see Fig. 55 ) has the norm i (t) equal to 
fl)lt 

f ('.e)= min {M (1~ 1 -X4 /+IX.,-X5/+Ir5 -X~I+IX2 -X3 /+IXJ1)+ 
~K X. 

+ m ( 12,- X1 / +I x,- 'iz 1 + lx,-:lz/ + /Z,7:1:2 / +I ~s -Xd + lx3-l3/ + /%6 -13 /+lr~JJ} 

~ (M-h1) rni" ( lz1 -:r~tl + Jx,-~s/ t-l.rr- X2 / +I x2 -x3 I+ /I3J) + 
.X. 

+ p. ~" { (I i.,- ~,I+ I x, -X5 J + IXs- X;./-+ I Xz- ¥;I + /.XJ I+ 

+ I 'l.1 - X,/+ l:r,-Xz/ +/X,~..- x5 I -t-1 :x,.- x, J +I x, I)+ 

-+ ( / Z 1 - :Xy /+ I X; - i 2 Jt- I z 1 - X1 J + I x, - i z.l ) + 

+ ( ll2 -x,J +I x., -:Xs/ +Irs- x6 J +I :r~ -i3 / + l~z.-X1 J + /X1-Xz_l-t- lx,-xJJ+/AJ-~Jl}r 

t(li~-r,I+IX6 / +11.3 -Z,/+IXJI)} ~ 

~ f (l,,lz,~J). 
~A. 

Consequently, the graph XJJC is majorized by the graph :2lc. 
Consider now the graphs c), g), and n). The graph c) 

(see Fig.55 ) has the norm £ (~) equal to 
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~ (M-m) ,..., ( lt,~:J:I ... Ix.l) + ""I l2.- z~J + 
~,, 

-t' .!!l . """" { ( ' z 1 -:£I ..,., X I.·+ /2, -J I + I' I) + 
2, ~,~ 

+(I! -xi+/X/+1!3-JI+IJ/}+ 
.. 1 

It follows, then, that the graph ~c is majorized by 

the graph 3Jc. • 
The graph g) (see Fig.55) has the norm f .. {2) equal to ""ct . 

f (i!)="';,' J M Iii,/+ m(r~,-):./+1><-Z,/+IX-Z,I+/i!,-ji+IJI+I~-i! 1)1_,., ~ . s,J l' . J 'J ~ 
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From this follows that the graph ~J is majorized by the 

graph ~t.t.. • 

The graph n) (see Fig.55) has a norm equal to 

f~ (~) = ~n { M (Jz,-X,/+fx1-X2 J+/X2 -r3J+IXJJ)+ 
n 

+ m ( /?
3

- X
1

/ + /Xs-'13]-r /~1 -"¥,/ + /12 -Xz/ +f:_z.- Xttf + /){,/)} ~ 
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the Consequently the ~n graph is majorized by_the graph 2)~ 

16b. Consider now the graphs 1) and m) of Fig.J6. 

Note that in these graphs there is a part drawn in Fig.56· a). 

0 

a) 

Fig. 56 

prove the following lemma. 

I 

LEMMA 4. If in the graph ~ there is a part drawn 

in Fig.56 a), then the domain (;.(~') of this graph contains 

the intersection of the domains p 2< 4nl and where 
p is the external momentum in the vertex a , is 

I 

the graph obtained from ~ by substituting the part drawn 

in Fig. 56 a), by•' that drawn in Fig. 56 b). 

Proof. The form J(~, (see part I (1.4) ) may be written 
as 

J(:D, == o(J., { ~12- Mz) + 0(2/ ( fJr:- ':z) + o{ { ( t+ f/,.1) '-MJ + 
(3Jt) 

z 2 [ 2 27 / .z. z) + p.J. ( t - m ) -+ )32. (t-f) -m J + ~ fv (K., -m, . 

Putting t = f 2 4 2 for p < 111 we have 



XII>' :If ot,' ( q.,'- M.) + ot,' ( r:-Hz) -t of [( ,., .. f )'-1'1 '} + 2: (,,r K, ~ m,J. 

Since 
p2. 1 21 z f2 

(a + -) :::: - (a+ p) + -a -- p-1'1 2. 2 ,.1 .2. -,1 't , 'f,f ..,.p = 'lz ' 

then , .. 

( p) 2 ~ f ( 2 2.) q 1 + 2 - 2 q.1 + q,z. 

and 

Xd), ~ O(J. ( q:-M·) +olz. (~:- M') + zt., (K. ·-m:) =X :J (J.5) 

where 

I eX / o( 
ol1 = 0(1 + 2 , ()(2. ::::. o(2. + 2 

By Lemma 1 (see part I, 10 ) then follows that for 

pz <4m2 the· inequality 

Q~, ::: Q:z;, 

which was to be proved. 

(J.6) 

Applying the lemma proved earlier to the graphs 1) 

and m) of Fig.J6 we find that the graph 1) is majorized 

by the graph e), while the graph m) - by the graph f), 

namely, 

a ( fDe) ~ H ( :tJe) , G ( iJm) 2 H r :l>~) . (J.7) 

L_ - - ~---~--- --~-~------ "' . ---=--'---- ~~-=----~~ --- -....,._ ~ 

' 



•• 
2 I. z The condition p <"1m is taken into account automatically, 

according 7 of part I by changing the numeration of the 

meson vertices in the graphs e) and f). 

16c. Consider, finally, the graph i) of Fig.J6. In this 

graph there is a part drawn in F1g.57 a). 

l~ 

- .~J 'Pa. 
- c r 

f!t <12. ·Cft 
0(":1. 

92 pt Pe 

a) g) C) 

Fig. 57 

Prove the following lemma. 

L~~ 5. If the graph ~' there is a part drawn in 

Fig. 57 a), then the domain ~ (fl)') of this graph contains 
... 

the intersection of the domains {; ( fJ/)) of the graph g[) 

obtained from ~~ by substituting the part a) by the 

' part b) of Fig.57, and the domain c;(Ll.) of the triangular 

drawn in Fig.57 c). 

Proof. The form J{~, 
I . 

of the· graph ~ minimized over 

the independent internal momentum corresponding to the loop 

of the part a) of Fig.57, is equal to 



J(~, == 
z 2. a. 2 l 2 

cx'fc{.Z /'z. +oi1ot3 Cp,+?f,) +oi.,oc'tp1 +of2«3 92. + olz.ct., (f,+Pz> +ot3«,'f. 
.1 

of, + !X,_ + ~~ + ot.., 

I 
Z IIA Z. / Z. Z I Z. 2 ~ z t. 

-(ol1+0lz.)m -(of3 +o(,.,)rt 4-}1 (q,..,-m )+.}z ('!2 -H )+~'(.,(Kv-m.,~ 

Putting 

.. 
rX.c¥: 

' o(3 ollt 

J31 = }1 -t o/. .... at'z. +ar'J+Ii~ 
1 

f a{z tX"3 1 3 

} -e + , 19= 
' .2. - .)2. o~, +-'z_+oi:J+ «-, J «, + ~ + «'.l +ot'r 

-, 
we write x:t; as follows 

{/'.. 2. z. z ,.] 
~3 1Lt¥1 +<X~)m + ~ /'1 +~ (21'f -nt!J 

a~, + o(z + "'J -t a('t 
X~, - X~ + Qil ~1 +otz + ot~-t 

"'i + ""a. + crJ +or;, 

where JC~ is the form of the graph ~ 
(J.a) 

obtained from ~~ 

by substituting the part a) by the part b) of Fig.57 

X~= }1 cqt-rnz.J + j [(p1+~,)2-M2.]+j2.('1/- Mz) ·1-L f..,lK.,2-m:); 

Q4 is the quadratic form of the graph drawn in Fig.57c): 

Q.4 = 
~ 2. z. 2 

ot, o(a. Pz. + ot1 o(,. p, +«z.a~, (p, +-Pz) _ (t¥, +tJ(z.)m~- at;, H • 
o{1 + IX'z + 1¥-t 

It follows from Lemma l and formula (J.a) that for Q
6 

<0 

Q~, ~ Q~ 

what was to be proved. 

Applying the Lemma proved earlier to the graph i) of 

Fig.J6, we find that it is majorized by the graph e) of this 

figure, namely, 

+.I 

! 

I 
I 
I 

1 

..,-

\ 

• 
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. , 

• • 

• 

~---

(3.9) 

Indeed, in the 

graph ~ i the part 

the graph ZJe (see 

case given, after substituting in the 

a) by the part b) of Fig.57 we obtain 

Fig.58 a) ). 

p3 d.2 

rJ.., 

P, a.,. P, 

a) 8) 

Fig. 58 

The change of the numeration of the external meson 

momenta in the graph of Fig.58 a) transforms in into the 

graph of Fig.58 b). Assuming ot3 =0 in the form Q 
of the graph of Fig.58 b) we 1obtain the form Q4 of the 

triangular graph of Fig.57 c) • ...-

Thus, the region 0;(a) of this triangular graph 

contains the region ~ of the graph of F1g.58 b), and, 

--



~ 

hence, (J.9) is valid. 

In conclusion the authors express their gratitude 

to N.N.Bogolubov for his interest in this work and valuable 

advice. We also thank A.N.Tavkhelidze with whose collabora
' 

tion some results of the paper have be~ obtained. 
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